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In 2014 it was named "Best Travel Guide of the Year" by the Society of American Travel Writers, a

stunning accolade from the nation's most prestigious travel journalists, who find it surpasses any

competing guide. Note that the book is careful not simply to review the attractions and lodgings of

the Disney theme parks, but the wildly popular Universal parks (including those themed from the

Harry Potter books) and the other intriguing attractions and facilities of the city of Orlando. Author

Jason Cochran--Editor-in-Chief of Frommers.com--has carefully updated every mention for 2016,

and is as always a superb writer and commentator. The portable Easy Guide format of 288 pages

makes this easy to carry and consult.
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Jason Cochran was twice awarded Guide Book of the Year by the Lowell Thomas Awards (Society

of American Travel Writers) and once by the North American Travel Journalists Association. His

voice has reached millions of travelers, starting in the mid-'90s when he wrote one of the world's

first travel blogs, to his familiarity as a commentator on CBS and for AOL, to his work today as

editor-in-chief of Frommers.com and co-host of the Frommer Travel Show. He lives in New York

City and Los Angeles.

Thank goodness for a guidebook that doesn't sugarcoat Disney World. The book basically

acknowledges that the executives who run the place are motivated to take as much of your money



as possible, without *quite* crossing the line where their greed would result in actually ruining your

memories of that wonderful Disney vacation. I was grateful to have Frommer's candid advice on

getting the most for our money!

My mother and I bought this book for our trip to Disney. This is such an amazing book to help plan

your vacation and it has a lot of good advice while you are visiting the park. This even helps you

plan your Fast Pass selections each day by telling you which rides are worth it and not worth it! This

also helps families with small children and parties of people who are all adults. This book has great

recommendations for when you should be visiting Animal Kingdom and what time of day you should

be going. I recommend this book to everyone going to Disney.

I always turn to Frommer's for my travel guide needs. It has been awhile since I have been to

Disney World and a first time for Universal Studios. It was good to see what was new in the parks

and how to navigate them somewhat. If you go regularly the internet is a better source, but for those

that don't go often or have never been it's a great book to mark up and get excited for a trip. Also

has ideas of things to do in the area besides the amusement parks.

I now feel prepared for our upcoming week in the Orlando area. This book has lots of useful tips on

how negotiate the many options of a Disney World trip and a Universal Studios trip. It provides

enough detail so we know what is a must see (for us) and what we can just as soon not bother

with.Disney World and Universal Studios are the highlights but there is also good info on SeaWorld,

Legoland and Busch Gardens. Also good info on dining choices (inside the Disney Parks) and in

town away from the parks. There is a good section on hotel options.

Great guides!I read almost the whole book before leaving for my vacation. Great tips that helped me

to get the most from my week long trip. Just wish the kids would have taken my informed advice.

Plan on getting more Frommers for other vacations.

Great book with helpful hints and great guide for shorter trips to parks! Even has full size map in

back!

This is very helpful if you are going to Disney World. It helps plan the trip if you have young children,

older children etc.



Great planning book, a must have for Disney and Universal, gives great tips on both parks.
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